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Court weighs whether EPA must crack down on river temps
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A federal judge overstepped last year when he ordered EPA to craft temperature standards for a major river 
system in the Northwest, a government lawyer told the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday.

"No date, no deadline. There's no duty here, Your Honors," said Justice Department attorney Jonathan Brightbill, 
summing up EPA's position in a fight over the Columbia and lower Snake rivers.

EPA is asking the 9th Circuit to reverse a 2018 ruling in which the U.S. District Court for the Western District of 
Washington ordered the agency to regulate water temperatures in the river system, where warming waters have 
killed hundreds of thousands of threatened salmon and steelhead.

District Court Judge Ricardo Martinez said EPA should have followed through on a 2000 agreement with Oregon, 
Washington state and Idaho to set Clean Water Act standards — known as total maximum daily loads, or TMDLs 
— for water temperature in the rivers (Greenwire, Oct. 18, 2018).

The Clean Water Act requires EPA to take action when states submit inadequate TMDLs for impaired waterways. 
Columbia Riverkeeper and other environmental groups successfully argued in the district court that the states' 
inaction amounted to a "constructive submission" that triggers EPA's involvement.

But the Trump administration says no such trigger exists. The states have never submitted their own TMDLs, and 
there's no deadline or duty for EPA to act, Brightbill told a three-judge panel during oral arguments in Seattle 
yesterday.

"The EPA's interpretation that there is no mandatory duty here is plausible because Congress actually spoke with 
the requisite specificity in other parts of the statute," Brightbill said.

Judge Margaret McKeown appeared unconvinced, noting that the interpretation would let EPA off the hook for 
addressing state inaction on TMDLs for a variety of water pollution categories.

"To me, it seems implausible," the Clinton appointee said.

Brightbill explained that other parts of the Clean Water Act spell out extensive requirements for EPA to address 
state inaction, but for TMDLs, it says only that EPA must address inadequate state submissions.

Further, he said, a court can order agency action only when the agency has blown through statutory deadlines or 
failed to meet other mandatory duties.
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"In some instances, the statute establishes clear deadlines for a State's actions or explicitly states that EPA must 
act when a State fails to do so," the government said in a recent brief. The TMDL section, "in contrast, provides 
only that States should submit TMDLs 'from time to time,' and it does not detail how EPA must respond if they do 
not."

Advocates for the West attorney Bryan Hurlbutt, representing Columbia Riverkeeper, pushed back on the 
government's position, arguing that DOJ's interpretation would lead to a loophole in the law.

"Courts have consistently looked at that and found that because [the Clean Water Act] requires EPA to step in 
when a state submits an inadequate TMDL, then clearly Congress also expected EPA to step in if the state fails to 
submit a TMDL," he said, adding later: "If that weren't true, it would undermine the Clean Water Act."

Hurlbutt said courts can weigh whether state foot-dragging counts as a "constructive submission" by considering 
whether there's been a prolonged failure on the state's part and whether it has a plan to take action.

Senior Judge Michael Daly Hawkins, a Clinton appointee, and Judge Jay Bybee, a George W. Bush appointee, 
also sat on the panel. A decision is expected in the coming months.

Meanwhile, EPA has prepared technical documents and received public comments on a potential TMDL 
framework for temperatures in the two rivers.
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